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1. The Government of France would like to thank ERA for the contributions in document 
INF.26 at this session of the Joint Meeting.  

2. It shall be recalled that these contributions are the answer to the invitation from the 
Joint meeting to the Workshop on risk management to study and communicate which data 
would be useful in the accident reports in order to facilitate the evaluation of risks. (See 
reports of some former sessions of the Joint Meeting: ECE/TRANS/WP.15/AC.1/136 par. 
61, and ECE/TRANS/WP.15/AC.1/2015/138 par.58). 

3. Due to the very exhaustive nature of the contributions provided in document INF.26 
the issue looks complex. However France has started the exercise of presenting the data listed 
in the table produced by the workgroup A of the workshop as presented in contribution 3 in 
the format of a rationalized “input template” that maybe used also as “input screen” for a 
database. While doing this exercise, whose results will be presented to the Joint Meeting once 
finalized, it appears finally that the totality of the dataset may be presented in a more simple 
way. 

4. France is of the opinion that it is the duty of the Joint Meeting to produce an improved 
accident reporting in the context of 1.8.5. And that the time has come to establish a working 
group to reach this objective as mentioned in the reports from previous sessions of the Joint 
Meeting (see references in paragraph 2). 

5. The terms of reference for that work could include the following items: 

  (a) Modify the report in 1.8.5. to include in particular all data useful for risk 
assessment and to provide an improved description of event for better understanding of the 
occurrences. 

  (b) Draft a rationalized template for an easy declaration. Take into account the 
possibility for  inclusion in an automated database system. 

  (c) Consider the contributions provided by the TDG workshop for Risk 
management in particular the list established by Workgroup A and the “input parameter 
table”  for the harmonised risk estimation model. 

  (d) Liaise with the “common occurrence reporting project” (COR) for railways 
events to avoid contradictory and/or overlapping reporting.  

6. Given the late submission of these elements, and the international agenda and 
meetings related to other activities, it may be difficult to start the work before the September 
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2018 session of the Joint Meeting. However the work should start this year. With the 
objective to produce amendments for the 2021 version of RID/ADR./ADN. This doesn’t 
seem unrealistic as the group will not have to reiterate the work already done by the 
Workshop. 

7. The Joint Meeting is invited to consider this document together with document INF.26 
and take the appropriate decision concerning the future work in this field . 

    


